We have performed molecular dynamics simulations to investigate phonon transport in graphene at 300 K with the Green-Kubo method. We show that the thermal conductivity (TC) of pristine graphene is 2903 ± 93 W/mK, and the out-of-plane phonon mode contribution is 1202 ± 32 W/mK. We further investigate thermal transport in graphene with different vacancy defect concentrations, and the TC shows that it is possible to achieve a maximum of a thousandfold reduction with a high defect density.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the past few years, extensive research on heat transport in graphene from experiments, 1-3 theories, 4 ,5 and simulations 6, 7 has demonstrated an ultrahigh thermal conductivity (TC), which is crucially important for diverse applications, such as thermal management in electronics 8 and thermal conductance enhancement for composite materials. 9 The TC of isolated pristine graphene calculated with the Boltzmann transport equation (BTE) 4, 5 has shown good agreement with experiments (a value between 2000 and 3000 W/mK). 1, 2 However, a defect-free structure is not a practical assumption in that graphene would inevitably contain single-vacancy defects, as observed in experiments. 10 The vacancy defect in graphene can be introduced by the chemical synthesis method. The chemical reduction of graphene oxide, for example, provides us with a feasible way to synthesize graphene on a large scale, meanwhile, the apparent D peak from the Raman spectrum of completely reduced graphene oxide indicates that a large number of vacancy defects may exist in graphene. 11 Therefore, quantitatively examining the impact of vacancy defects on heat transport in graphene would not only reveals unique features that are difficult to probe by experiment on a nanoscale, but also suggests a general guidance on tuning the TC of graphene to a higher or lower value.
In this paper, we use a recently optimized reactive empirical bond-order (REBO) carbon potential 12 for running molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, and calculate the TC of graphene at 300 K with the Green-Kubo method. 7, 13 We show that, for isolated pristine graphene, our simulation result (2903 ± 93 W/mK) is consistent with BTE theories 4, 5 and experiments. 1, 2 In addition, we find that ∼43% of phonon heat energy is transferred via out-of-plane modes [i.e., mainly from acoustic flexure modes (ZA)], and our result addresses a previous controversy in BTE theories 4, 5 on whether a small group velocity of long-wavelength ZA modes can lead to a negligible heat transport contribution. Afterward, we primarily investigate the TC of graphene as a function of vacancy-defect concentration. In the case of vacancy defects, a rapid ∼25-fold reduction of TC is observed for graphene with 0.42% randomly generated vacancies, and it can be further decreased to 3.08 ± 0.31 W/mK (∼940-fold reduction) when the vacancy concentration reaches 8.75%. Such a high vacancy concentration might be possible for graphene synthesized through the chemical reduction of graphene oxide, 11 and an even higher vacancy concentration might be possible for graphene oxide with ∼30% mass loss after thermal exfoliation. 14 We also analyzed the phonon density of states (DOS) of graphene with vacancy defects, from which we observed broadening of the phonon mode peaks and average increase of DOS for low-frequency modes. Both of these factors can help to understand the abrupt TC reduction as the vacancy defects increase. Our simulations demonstrate that phonon transport in graphene can be strongly influenced by its vacancy defect concentration.
II. THEORY AND SIMULATION METHODS

A. MD simulation potentials
Among a few important factors in phonon transport simulation, the interatomic potential is one that fundamentally dictates the accuracy of TC. According to previous studies, the original REBO potential tends to underestimate the TC of carbon nanotubes 12, 15 and graphene, 7, 12 while the Tersoff potential tends to overestimate it. 6, 12 Although a quantitative discrepancy exists between the results from simulations and experiments, a previous simulation modeling indeed promotes our understanding of the nature of phonon transport in low-dimensional carbon materials. 16 Here, for the sake of better accuracy, we use an optimized REBO carbon potential. 12 In Figs. 1(b) and 1(c), we show a comparison of the phonon dispersions of graphene among the results from density function theory (DFT), 17, 18 the original REBO, 19 and the optimized REBO. 12 One important feature with the optimized REBO is that it can exactly reproduce DFT phonon dispersions of three acoustic modes near the Brillouin zone center, i.e., LA, TA, and ZA. This suggests that the optimized REBO gives a more accurate prediction for the group velocity of longwavelength acoustic modes, 12 which are mainly responsible for ultrahigh TC of graphene. 4, 5 Even though optical modes are overestimated, it is very unlikely for those modes to be exited at room temperature, and should have less influence on the TC of graphene. Such an improvement on TC calculation has been confirmed in the BTE approach. 5, 12 Hence, we expect that using this optimized potential in MD simulations should not only preserve the accuracy observed in the BTE work, 5, 12 but also circumvent issues of using the BTE as it cannot correctly model thermal transport in a partially amorphous structure unless it includes a diffusive thermal transport term.
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B. Green-Kubo method
To compute TC from MD simulations, we use the GreenKubo method 7, 13, 16 based on a linear response theory which can express the TC tensor in terms of heat current autocorrelation (HCA), as in the following:
where is the system volume defined as the area of graphene multiplied with the van der Waals thickness (3.4Å as used in both theories 4, 5 and experiments 1,2 ), K B is the Boltzmann constant, T is the system temperature, and the upper limit of the integral can be approximated by τ m , which is the correlation time required for HCA to decay to zero (τ m = 0.5 ns is long enough for HCA to decay to zero). J x and J y are denoted as the heat current in the x and y directions, and the angular brackets represent the ensemble average. The exact definition of the heat current and its integration can be found in references. 7, 13 The advantage of the Green-Kubo method is that it does not require an artificial thermostat perturbation which may have influence on the heat flux and TC, and the simulation cell size can be small as long as sufficient vibration modes are included for TC to be converged. In addition, the Green-Kubo method can calculate TC in a tensor expression, and then κ xx and κ yy correspond to TC in the x and y directions, respectively. In the following, we first present our microcanonical ensemble (NVE) simulation results for isolated pristine graphene at 300 K, and then we investigate the impact of vacancy defects on the TC of graphene.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Fig. 2(a) , the TCs of isolated pristine graphene in armchair and zigzag directions, with a periodic boundary (PB) size shown in Fig. 1(a) , are computed by averaging the integral of the HCA functions from ten uncorrelated NVE ensembles (8 ns for each ensemble). Each sample curve in Fig. 2(a) corresponds to the integral of the HCA function for one NVE ensemble, and the averaged sample curve is the average of them. The majority of the sample curves are well converged after τ m = 0.5 ns. Although some curves show drift behavior due to noise in the HCA, 22 the averaged sample curves are less influenced by the observed drift from particular NVE ensembles. The average values and uncertainties of TC can be determined from the averaged sample curves in the region between 0.5 and 0.9 ns for τ m . It is worth mentioning that the TC value in the y direction of ensemble 4 is negative when τ m is ∼0.8 ns, as shown in the top panel of Fig. 2(a) . This temporary unphysical result can be understood by the mode negative correlation effects reported by Henry et al., 16 and a reasonably accurate TC value should be averaged over sufficient number of NVE ensembles. In our case, the average TC is converged and is always positive. In Fig. 2(b) , we plot a normalized HCA function to show its decay trend for ensembles marked with numbers from 1 to 4 in Fig. 2(a) . Ensembles 1 and 3, plotted with gray lines, correspond to the ones that yield the highest TC value, and ensembles 2 and 4, plotted with red (dark) lines, correspond to the ones that yield the lowest TC value. From the HCA function plot, we find that different ensembles may have different HCA function decay rates, and this mainly accounts for the variance of the converged TC value of each NVE ensemble. Ideally, the TC value calculated from different NVE ensembles should be the same as long as the phase trajectory sampling is sufficient. However, achieving good sampling for each NVE ensemble is not practical in that it may require a prohibitively long simulation time. To overcome this difficulty, we can calculate the TC from ten NVE ensembles with different initial conditions so as to expand the phase trajectory sampling, and then average them to obtain a converged and reliable TC value. We also test the PB size effect on the TC of graphene. In Fig. 2(c) , the gradually increased and finally converged TC can be explained by the PB cutoff effect on the phonon wavelength. 23 As the PB size increases, more long-wavelength phonon modes, which are dominant heat-carrying modes, can be excited and contribute to heat transport. However, adding even more long-wavelength modes may also strengthen phonon scattering so that the TC will not diverge. For computational efficiency, we choose a PB size of 6 × 10 in the following simulations. Figure 2 (c) also suggests that heat transport along the zigzag and armchair directions in graphene is isotropic, and this feature is different from the 115460-3 anisotropic results for a graphene nanoribbon in that irregular chiral angle edges in the graphene nanoribbon can have a stronger scattering effect. 6, 24 We further investigate which polarization mode (i.e., ZA or LA and/or TA acoustic modes) may account for the superior TC of isolated pristine graphene. This was once reported in previous BTE calculations, 4, 5 and there is disagreement on whether the ZA modes are the majority phonon heat carriers. Here, we try to address this controversy through MD simulations. By freezing certain degrees of freedom of atomic motion, we can restrict atomic motion into in-plane vibration and out-of-plane vibration cases. This freezing method can therefore decouple the phonon scattering interaction between in-plane and out-of-plane phonons. Then, the TC of graphene from the in-plane and out-of-plane contributions can be determined from NVE simulations, as shown in Fig. 2(d) . The validity of the freezing method relies on the strength of the scattering interaction between the in-plane and out-of-plane phonons. If the interaction is weak, the freezing method can give a reasonable approximation to estimate the contribution of the ZA phonons to the total TC. Otherwise, there is no guarantee that the result is valid and accurate. In fact, we may use the freezing method to diagnose whether the in-plane and out-of-plane phonons in graphene have a strong interaction. If there is a strong interaction, as we use the freezing method to decouple the interaction, in-plane LA and/or TA phonons are less scattered by out-of-plane phonons, and the in-plane vibration case would give a higher TC. Similarly, out-of-plane ZA phonons are less scattered by in-plane phonons, and the out-of-plane vibration case would also give a higher TC. Then, the addition of the two parts should be apparently larger than the total TC in the strong interaction case. However, if it is a weak interaction case, the addition of the two parts (2769 W/mK) should not be larger than the total TC (2903 W/mK), which is what we observed from the simulation. Therefore, in the weak interaction case, the freezing method can quantitatively estimate that the out-of-plane acoustic modes (i.e., ZA) contribute ∼43% of the total TC. In Fig. 2(d) , we also calculate the phonon DOS by performaing a fast Fourier transform of the velocity autocorrelation function, 25, 26 and a Gaussian smearing width of 1.5 THz is applied to smooth the spikes in the phonon DOS. From the comparison between the in-plane and out-of-plane DOS, the large amount of ZA states at a frequency lower than 5 THz may explain that those ZA modes can also have a large contribution to the TC even if their group velocities are much smaller as compared to those of the LA and/or TA modes. Identifying such a large contribution from the ZA modes would help to understand why the graphene TC may be largely reduced when it makes contact with a substrate in a recent experiment. 3 We now concentrate on the impact of vacancy defects on the TC of graphene. In practice, depending on the synthesis procedure and observation method, or a particular irradiation method to artificially modify its properties, 27-29 graphene would inevitably have complex defects, such as single vacancies, 10 Stone-Wales defects, 30 grain boundaries, 31 and reconstructed defect structures. 32 Here, we do not investigate them all but mainly focus on single vacancies, which have been recently identified as major defects in experiment. 10 Thus, we generate vacancy sites through randomly removing a given number of carbon atoms from the structure shown in Fig. 1(a) . We find that even for a very low vacancy concentration ∼0.42% (i.e., one of 240 atoms removed), TC reduction can be significant, as shown in Fig. 3(a) (e.g., 118.10 W/mK). As the vacancy sites increase to 8.75% (i.e., 21 of 240 atoms removed), the TC can be reduced to 3.08 ± 0.31 W/mK. It is the obvious D peak from the Raman spectrum that leads us to speculate that there might be such a high vacancy concentration for chemically reduced graphene oxide, 11 and our simulation result shows that a dramatic TC reduction occurs below ∼3% vacancies, and the reduction trend turns out to be slow for higher concentrations. In Fig. 3(a) , we also check the PB size effect for a 8 × 14 simulation box with the same vacancy concentration. A comparison of the results found for small and large simulation boxes suggests that a 6 × 10 simulation box is still able to have sufficient phonon modes to accurately describe the phonon scattering interaction with vacancy defects. To understand more clearly the TC reduction trend, in the top panel of Fig. 3(b) we plot phonon DOS evolution as the vacancy sites increase. From the DOS figure, there are mainly two factors that can cause an abrupt TC reduction. The first one is the broadening of the phonon mode peaks around phonon modes of 15 THz, where the valley-shaped curves are almost flattened by the broadening of nearby peaks as the vacancy concentration increases. The broadening of the phonon modes indicates a reduction of the lifetime of the corresponding modes. Therefore, the mean free path of those modes as well as their contribution to the total TC are reduced. The second factor is an average increase of DOS value below 15 THz. In the following equation,
Klemens has shown that relaxation time τ p due to point defect scattering is inverse proportional to both the vacancy concentration C and the DOS value g(ω). 33 So average increase of DOS for low-frequency modes may also cause a further reduction in the relaxation time and mean free path. Apart from the above observed features, a slight blueshift for high-frequency optical modes is also identified. As the bonds near the vacancy sites in principle would be stiffer due to the loss of coordination (i.e., bond stiffness gets closer to a double or triple bond), this should account for the observed blueshift.
IV. CONCLUSTIONS
In this paper, we have investigated phonon transport in graphene at 300 K with an optimized REBO carbon potential to accurately predict the TC of isolated pristine graphene as well as one with vacancy defects. We show that the TC of isolated pristine graphene (e.g., ∼2900 W/mK) agrees well with both BTE theories and experiments, and the ZA mode makes a sizable contribution to the large TC of graphene. We also find that an extremely low TC at 300 K (e.g., ∼3 W/mK) is possible to achieve when graphene has 8.25% vacancy defects. Our simulation results have shown the significant impact of vacancy defects on the TC of graphene.
